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1> Garbanzo beans are also known as what?  

 
2> How would you write the number 40 in Roman numerals?  

 
3> What is a shubunkin?  

 
4> What currency is used in Turkey?  

 
5> Parorexia is defined as a craving for what? 

 
6> What does a screwdriver become when you add Peach Schnapps ? 

 
7> Dr Strangelove is loosely based on what Peter George novel? 

 
8> Name the sky Goddess  that the ancient Egyptians worshiped. 

 
9> The words candida, picta, pulla and virilis referred to what in ancient Rome?  

 
10> What would a cereologist study?  

 
11> Who released a solo comeback album in 1984 entitled, "Private Dancer"? 

 
12> Name the first nationally released film that had a PG 13 rating?  

 
13> What is the capital of Spain? 

 
14> How did the cartoon character Scrooge McDuck earn his first dime?  

 

15> Excluding the word "the", what word appears most often in James Bond 
movie titles?  

 
16> Booyah is made throughout the Upper Midwestern United States. Exactly 

what is it? 
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Answers:  
 

1> Chick Peas - The garbanzo bean is a legume within the family Fabaceae.  
2> XL - The Roman numeral system does not include a zero.  

3> Goldfish - Shubunkins are of Japanese origin.  
4> Lira - To be precise, it is called the Turkish Lira.  

5> Strange Foods - Often a desire for items considered unsuitable as food.  
6> Fuzzy Screw - A screwdriver is made with orange juice and vodka.  

7> Red Alert - Peter wrote Commander-1  to denounce the use of nuclear 
weapons.  

8> Nut - Ra is the Egyptian god of the sun.  
9> Roman Toga Styles - Rome was one of the largest empires in the ancient 

world.  
10> Crop Circles - The study of earthquakes is done by seismologists.  

11> Tina Turner - Tina Turner was born as Anna Mae Bullock.  
12> Red Dawn - The original Red Dawn movie was released in 1984.  

13> Madrid - Madrid is also the largest city in Spain.  
14> Shining shoes - Carl Barks created Scrooge McDuck  in 1947.  

15> Never - James Bond was created in 1953 by writer Ian Fleming.  
16> Stew - Booyah normally requires two days and numerous cooks to prepare. 
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